Abstract. Let X be a connected CW complex and X] be its homotopy type. As usual, SNT(X) denotes the pointed set of homotopy types of CW complexes Y such that their n th -Postnikov approximations X (n) and Y (n) are homotopy equivalent. In this paper we study a particularly interesting subset of SNT(X), denoted SNT 1 (X), of strong n type; the n th -Postnikov approximations X (n) and Y (n) are homotopy equivalent by homotopy equivalences preserving homotopy groups. First, we construct a CW complex X such that SNT 1 (X) 6 = f X]g and we establishe a connection between the pointed set SNT 1 (X) and sub-groups of homotopy classes of selfequivalences via a certain lim 1 set. Secondly, we prove a conjecture of Arkowitz and Maruyama concerning subgroups of the group of self equivalences of a nite CW complex and we use this result to establish a characterization of simply connected CW complexes with nite dimensional rational cohomology such that SNT 1 (X) = f X]g.
1 Introduction. Let X be a connected CW complex and X] be its homotopy type. As usual, SNT(X) denotes the pointed set of homotopy types of CW complexes Y such that their n th -Postnikov approximations X (n) and Y (n) are homotopy equivalent (then X and Y have the same n type for all n 1).
The rst example of a space X with SNT(X) 6 = f X]g has been given by J.F.
Adams in 1957 ( 1] ). In 1966 Brayton Gray, ( 7] ), found one with nite type. In general, the determination of spaces X such that SNT(X) is a singleton remains an open problem. For instance, in ( 12] ), C.A. McGibbon and J. M oller conjecture that SNT( X) = f X]g for a simply connected nite CW complex X and prove this conjecture when X is an H 0 -space, and in fact using, 13], their proof works as well in order to prove the conjecture for any rational elliptic space , 6] .
In this paper we consider a particular subset of SNT(X) denoted SNT 1 (X) that we now describe. Denote by P X the set of pairs (Y; (f n ) n 1 ), where f n : Y (n) ! X (n) is an homotopy equivalence and such that the following diagrams commute for n 2.
(Y (n) ) (fn) ?! We put SNT 1 (X) = f Y ] j (Y; (f n )) 2 P X g.
When Y ] belongs to SNT 1 (X), we say that X and Y have the same strong n type.
It follows from the works of Adams ( 1] ), Wilkerson ( 18] ), MacGibbon and M oller ( 12] , 10]) that SNT(X) = SNT 1 (X) = f X]g in each of the following cases (a) if i (X) is a nite group for all i > 0; (b) if X is a simply connected nite type rational space; (c) if X is a simply connected, Q-nite type, H 0 -space such that the natural map Aut(X) ! Aut H n (X; Z) has a nite cokernel for n 1. Here Aut H n (X; Z) denotes the group of ring homomorphisms. where n;p is the Whitehead bracket S 4 n ; S 6p ]. Observe that X is not of nite type (see (b) above !). More precisely we prove the following equality (Theorem 4 below)
Our main result establishes a connection between the pointed set SNT 1 (X) and sub-groups of homotopy classes of self-equivalences via a certain lim 1 set. We will state the precise results with its rst consequences after some de nitions. If X is a based topological space, Aut(X) denotes the group of homotopy classes of self homotopy equivalences of X, and Aut 1 (X) the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on the homotopy groups of X. A tower of groups ! AutX (n) qn ! AutX (n?1) ! ! AutX (1) ;
is de ned by the homomorphisms q n ( f]) = f (n?1) ] where f (n?1) denotes the map induced up to homotopy by f :
In 1975, C. Wilkerson ( 18] ) establishes the existence of a natural pointed set bijection
where lim 1 G n is de ned for a tower of groups
as the orbit set for the action of the group Q n G n acting on the set Q n G n by ( n ) ( n ) = ( n n q n+1 ( n+1 ) ?1 ) :
The sequence of injections Aut 1 X (n) ! AutX (n) induces a natural map j X : lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) ! lim 1 AutX (n) : Theorem 1. Let X be a simply connected CW complex. Then there is a pointed set bijection SNT 1 (X) ! Image j X . Example 2. Assume X is a simply connected nite type CW-complex that has the rational homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres. By ( 12] , Lemma 1), the groups Aut 1 X (n) are nite, so that lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) = f g and SNT 1 (X) = f X]g, see 12] . Example 3. Denote by f : C P 1 ! S 3 a phantom map and by H : S 3 ! S 2 the Hopf map. The homotopy co bre Z, of H f, and the space S 2 _ C P 1 have the same n type for all n. D. Stanley ( 16] ) has proved that the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of Z is two whereas the category of S 2 _ C P 1 is one. Therefore the spaces Z and S 2 _ C P 1 do not have the same homotopy type and thus not the same strong n type because they are rational suspensions.
Theorem 2. Let X be a simply connected nite type CW complex with nite dimensional rational cohomology, then SNT 1 (X) = f X]g if and only if for some integer N, the morphism Aut 1 (X) ! Aut 1 (X (N) ) has a nite cokernel.
2 The six terms exact sequence Let X be a simply connected nite type CW complex. Denote by G n the image of the natural morphism AutX (n) ! Aut n (X). Then the short exact sequence of
induces a 6-term exact sequence
The image of j X is, by Theorem 1, in bijection with the subset SNT 1 (X) of SNT(X). The group lim G n is the subgroup of Aut (X) consisting of those automorphisms ' such that, for each n 1, the restriction of ' to n can be realized by some automorphism n 2 AutX (n) . The connecting map associates to ' the class of the element ( n ( n+1 ) ?1 ) n 1 in lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) .
The group lim G n acts on the set lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) in the following way : Let ' be an element in lim G n whose restriction to n is realized by an automorphism n 2 AutX (n) , and let = ( n )] 2 lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) , then (' ) n = n n ( n+1 ) ?1 :
The set SNT 1 (X) is the orbit space of lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) for this action.
From the work of Bous eld and Kan ( 4]), we have a diagram of short exact sequences
Moreover the kernel of is the group of automorphisms ' whose restrictions to X (n) are homotopic to the identity for each n 1. This group is called the group of weak identities of X.
When X is an H-space, the set of homotopy classes of phantom maps from X into X, Ph(X; X), is a group, and the map : Ph(X; X) ! Ker de ned by (f) = id + f is a group isomorphism ( 15] ). From the 6-term exact sequence we deduce the following one
Moreover, in the case SNT 1 (X) = f X]g we have an isomorphism
There is another interesting subgroup of Aut 1 X (n) , the subgroup Aut X (n) formed by the automorphisms ' such that ' is homotopic to the identity. By ( 5] ), the maps Aut X (n) ! Aut 1 X (n) are injections of nitely generated nilpotent groups. Since these injections become isomorphisms after Malcev completion, the quotients H n = Aut 1 X (n) /Aut X (n) are nite groups. Therefore lim 1 H n = 0, and we have a surjection
This shows that
In other words, the set SNT 1 (X) can also be described as the subset of SNT(X)
formed by the spaces Y for which there exist maps f n : Y (n) ! X (n) such that the following diagrams commute for n 2.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.
Recall that P X denotes the set of pairs (Y; (f n ) n 1 ), where f n : Y (n) ! X (n) is an homotopy equivalence and such that the following diagrams commute
We introduce an equivalence relation on the set P X . Two pairs (Y; (f n )) and (Z; (g n )) in P X are equivalent if there is an homotopy equivalence ' : Z ! Y such that the maps f n ' g ?1 n belongs to Aut 1 (X (n) ) for all n. For instance, for any homotopy equivalence m : Y ! Z and each element (Z; (g n )), the elements (Y; (g n m)) and (Z; (g n )) are equivalent. We denote by E X the quotient set P X = .
To each pair (Y; (f n )) 2 P X we associate the homotopy type of Y into SNT 1 (X). We obtain in this way a well de ned map : E X ! SNT 1 (X).
The following proposition implies then clearly Theorem 1. Proposition 1. Let X be a simply connected CW complex. There is a natural pointed set bijection X 1 : E X ! lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) . Moreover, the bijections X and X 1 t together in a commutative diagram
Proof. Since the simplicial Postnikov decomposition is functorial, we consider Kan complexes instead of CW complexes. The n th -Postnikov complex of a simplicial complex X is the quotient X (n) = X= n where x n y if the corresponding faces of x and y of dimensions less than or equal to n are equal. The quotient X (n) is a Kan complex, and the natural projections
are Kan brations with Eilenberg-MacLane complexes K( n (X); n) as bres. We suppose that X is a minimal Kan complex. Therefore each X (n) is also minimal. As usual, AutX (n) denotes the group of simplicial isomorphisms and Aut 1 X (n) denotes the subgroup of automorphisms inducing the identity map on the homotopy groups.
If n 2 AutX (n) , the composite n p (n+1) is again a Kan bration and a Postnikov section. Let = ( 0 ; ) denotes the sequence of the n in Q n Aut 1 (X (n) ), and de ne X = lim (X (n) ; n?1 p (n) ) : Then X is again a minimal Kan complex and the commutativity of the square
shows that for each n there are homotopy equivalences f n : X (n) ! X (n) such that the following diagram commutes
In particular, (X ; (f n )) de nes an element in P X and in E X . Suppose that and de ne the same element in lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) . Then there is a sequence = ( n ) 2 Q n Aut 1 X (n) such that n = n n (q n+1 ( n+1 )) ?1 . We then have maps n : X (n) ?! X (n) such that the following diagrams commute up to homotopy X (n) n ?! X (n) The relation X 1 = id is trivially sati ed.
4 A conjecture of Arkowitz and Maruyama
For a simply connected CW complex Z we denote by Aut n # (Z), n 2, the kernel of the natural morphism Aut(Z) ! Aut n (Z). In ( 3] The automorphism ' equal to the identity on all generators except w and de ned on w by '(w) = w + v; v; u]] belongs to Aut 5+2n # (X) but not to Aut 1 (X).
Proof of Theorem 3. Denote by (^V; d) the Sullivan minimal model of Z ( 17]).
We denote by Aut(^V; d) the group of homotopy classes of automorphisms of (^V; d). By expressing these conditions in terms of the j i , we obtain a bijective correspondance between Iso 1 (^V M ; d) and some sub-algebraic variety W in Q N 1 N 2 .
We choose a linear section, : (d(^ 2 V )) >M ! (^V ) M , of the di erential d.
Then each = id+' in Iso 1 (^V M ; d) extends in a natural way to an automorphism of (^V; d) by the following rule : Let z 2 V M+k , k 1, then dz is a coboundary so that we put (z) = dz. Performing this construction on a homogeneous basis of each V n+k we construct the required homomorphism. Moreover, is an isomorphism since it is a quasi-isomorphism and (^V; d) is minimal ( 17] Suppose now that Z is a simply connected nite CW complex. Then Aut 1 (Z) Aut N # (Z) is an normal inclusion of nitely generated nilpotent groups ( 9] ) with same Malcev completions. it is then easy to see by induction on the nilpotency index that the quotient is a nite group. Therefore there is an integer P N such that Aut 1 (Z) = Aut P # (Z).
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a sequence of 4 lemmas. Denote by W the subcomplex of X obtained by adding to the M-skeleton of X the (M + 1)-cells e i 1 ; ; e is . The injection K : W ! X induces an isomorphism in the homology of the rational cellular chain complexes and is therefore a rational homotopy equivalence.
Proof of Lemma 2. Since n > N > dim W, and since W (n) = W ' e n , n > n + 2, the restriction maps
Aut n # W (n+1) ! Aut n # W (n) AutW ! AutW (n+1) ! AutW (n) are isomorphisms. This gives directly the rst part of the lemma.
Consider has a nite cokernel.
Proof of Lemma 3. We use the same argument as in ( 12] ). We de ne (f (n) ) = f( ; ) 2 Aut 1 W (n) Aut 1 X (n) j f (n) = f (n) g Then (f (n) ) is a group and since f : W ! X is a rational equivalence, by a result of Wilkerson ( 19] ) the projections from (f (n) ) to Aut 1 W (n) and to Aut 1 X (n) have nite kernels and cokernels. Now, using Lemma 2, a simple diagram chasing yields the result.
Example of a space X with SNT 1 (X ) 6 = f X]g. Proof. Since ( X) Q is generated as an algebra by the elements a, b, x i and y i , i 1, with the notations of section 4, the restriction map Aut X ! lim G n is surjective. Therefore SNT 1 (X) = lim 1 Aut 1 X (n) .
Denote by L (n) X the quotient of L X by the ideal J = (L X ) >n+1 S, where S = d(L n+2 X ). Clearly Aut 1 X (n) can be identi ed with the group of homotopy classes of automorphisms ' of L (n X ) such that ' is the identity on the vector space generated by the elements a; b; x i ; y i , i 1.
To each ' 2 Aut 1 X (n) , n 4, we can associate the element '(c) ? c 2 i 1 Qy i . We de ne in this way a linear map Aut 1 X (n) ! 3 ( X) whose kernel and cokernel are respectively denoted by K n and I n ; 0 ! K n ! Aut 1 X (n) ! I n ! 0 : 13 For ' 2 K n and n 6i + 3, the elements '(v i ) ? v i and '(w i ) ? w i belong to the sub Lie algebra L generated by a, b and the x j . This de ne a map : K n ! ij 6i+3 n (L 6i+3 L 6i+3 ) ; 
